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§1. INTRODUCTION 
MO~VATED by mathematical economics, we consider the problem of optimizing several functions 
at once (see [4], [6]). More precisely, let f = (f, . . . . .  fp) be a C ~ mapping from a given manifold 
M" into R p. A point x ~ M" is said to be a local Pareto optimum for f if and only if there exists a 
neighborhood N of x such that y ~N and ft(y)---~(x) for i = 1 . . . . .  p, imply .~(y)=/~(x), for 
i = I . . . . .  p. The problem is to find conditions for a given point x E M" to be a local Pareto 
optimum for/ .  
The first-order (necessary) conditions for a local Pareto optimum are well-known (of. [4]). The 
second-order (sufficient) conditions have been obtained recently (of. [4], [6]). In [7], we show that 
the best second-order conditions in [6] are still insufficient for the characterization f local Pareto 
optima for any generic lass of mappings from M" into R p with n - p --- 3. Thus, it is natural to 
ask the question: can one find certain high-order sufficient conditions for local Pareto optima 
which are also necessary for some generic class of mappings from M" into R p ? 
In order to handle those high-order criteria in a neat way, one is led to the notion of jets (cf. [2] 
and §3 below). Denote by J'(n, p) the vector space of all r-jets j 'f of local C" mappings f from 
R" into R ~ with f(0)= 0. 
Definition 1. A set C in J~(n, p) is called a kth-ordercondition provided the set C is invariant 
under the group of C ~ diffeomorphisms around 0 E R' .  For a given point x ~ M',  a C" (t~ --- k) 
map f from M" into R ~ is said to satisfy the kth-order condition C at x E M", if and only if there 
exists a chart (U, ¢) around x with ~o(x) = 0 such that jk t f .¢ - ,  _foe-t(0)) ~ C. It is clear that 
whether f satisfies the kth-order condition C is independent of the choice of charts (U, ~) around 
x with ¢(x) = 0. 
Now, we are ready to state the main results in this paper. 
MAIN TrmOP.F.M. There exists a necessary and su~cient min (n, p) + 1 order algebraic ondition 
for local Pareto optima for a generic lass of C ~ (it > min (n, p) + 1) mappings from M ~ into R ~. 
Furthermore, this class of generic mappings can itself be described by a min (n, p) + 1 order 
algebraic condition. 
Here a kth-order condition C in J~(n,p) is said to be algebraic if and only if the set C is 
semialgebraic. 
Definition 2. A subset C in R ~ is said to be semialgebraic if and only if the set C can be 
defined as a finite union of sets Kj, each being defined by a finite set of polynomial equations 
Pt = 0 and inequalities Qm -> 0. 
Using standard theorems on stratification theory (cf [8]) and Thom's transversality heorem, 
we obtain the following result as a corollary of our main theorem. 
STRUCTURE THEOREM. Let/z > min (n, p) + 2. Then, there exists a generic class of C ~ mappings 
from M" into R ~ such that the set of local Pareto optima admits a Whitney (pre)stratification. 
This paper is divided into four sections. In §2, we investigate the characterization f local 
Pareto optima for the class of polynomial mappings f from R" into R" with f(0)= 0. The 
Tarski-Seidenberg theorem (cf. [3]) on semialgebraic sets is important here. In §3, we introduce 
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the concept of v-sufficiency of jets (cf. [1], [5]). This notion is used to single out a generic class of 
mappings from M" into R ~. Basic theorems about c-sufficiency of jets are stated without proof. 
In the last section, we derive a nice property on the mapping,f under the generic assumptions in
§3. Combining this result together with results in §§2 and 3, we obtain the proof of our main 
theorem in this paper. 
The algebraic criterion for local Pareto optima with constraints will be studied in a 
forthcoming paper. 
§2. THE ALGEBRAIC CRITERION OF LOCAL PARETO OPTIMA FOR POLYNOMIAL MAPPINGS 
Write x = (xt . . . . .  x,) E R", i = (i, . . . . .  i,) E N ' ,  x'  = x~',, . . . .  x,'- with [i[ = i~ +. .  • + i, and 
Ixl 2-- xg÷- . .  ÷ x. z. Fix a positive integer k. The coefficients of polynomial mappings from R ~ 
into R ' ,  which have degree less than or equal to k and vanish at zero, form a vector space of 
dimension I. That is, R '  = {(a,)la, ~ R' ,  0 < Ill -< k}. Given (a,) 5 R', set .f(a, x) = Y~ a,x'. Thus, 
f(a,'-) is the polynomial mapping with coefficients (at)~ R'. 
The purpose of this section is to verify the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let A ={a =(a,)ER' l , f (a, . )  has a local Pareto optimum at 0}. Then, A is a 
semialgebraic subset in R'. 
In order to prove this theorem, we need an elementary fact about semialgebraic subsets and 
the statement of Tarski-Seidenberg theorem. 
THEOREM 2. A subset o,f R'  is semialgebraic ,fand only i,f it is in the smallest,family o,f subsets o,f 
R~, closed under taking finite'union, finite intersection, and complements, and which contains ets 
o.f the form {g > 0}, where g is a polynomial in l variables with real coe~icients. 
THEOREM 3. (Tarski-Seidenberg, cf. [3]) The image of a semialgebraic subset in R ~ under a 
polynomial mapping .from R t into R m is a semialgebraic subset in R m. 
We also need the following iemma in the proof of Theorem I. Set , f(a,y)= 
•(a, y) . . . . .  .fo(a, y)). 
LEMMA 1. Set B ={a ~R'[ for all y, lyl~< 1, if ,f~(a,y)>-O . . . . .  ,fp(a,y)>-O, then ,f~(a,y)= 
0 . . . . .  .fp(a, y)= 0}. Then, B is a semialgebraic subset in R'. 
Proo,fo,fLemma 1. It suffices to show that the complement B c of B in R ~ is semialgebraic 
(cf. Theorem 2). Denote by Ir~ the canonical projection from R ~ xR"  into R t. Set 17"= 
{(a ,y )~R'  ×R' l ly[2< I, .f,(a,y)>-O . . . . .  fo (a ,y )>- -O ,  and , f , (a,y)+.. .+,f~(a,y)>O}. Clearly 
the set ] 7" is semiaigebraic and ~'~(I 2) is equal to B c. Using Tarski-Seidenberg theorem on 
semialgebraic set, we conclude that B c (or B) is semialgebraic. 
Now, we are able to prove Theorem 1. Let p be the polynomial mapping from R × R t which is 
defined by p(~, (a,)) = (E~-I'la,). Set ,~ = {(E, a) ~ R x R'IE > O, a ~ B}. Clearly, ,,~ is semialgeb- 
raic and p(,~) is equal to A. Using Tarski-Seidenberg theorem again, we conclude that the set A 
is semialgebraic. 
There exists polynomial mapping ,f: R n ---> R p of degree <k  such that 0 is a local Pareto 
optimum for,f but 0 is not a local Pareto optimum for.f + Hk÷~, where Hk+~ is a (k + D-form. For 
instance, let ,f(x, y) = (x - y2, _x2), and H3(x, y) = (0, y3). Clearly 0 is a local Pareto optimum for 
,f, but 0 is not a local Pareto optimum for ,f + H3. Thus, we are led to find a reasonable condition 
on ,f so that whether ,f has a local Pareto optimum at 0 is determined by its Taylor series 
expansion up to certain order. The description of such a condition on ,f is the content of the 
following section. 
§3. A GENERIC CONDITION FOR VECTOR-VALUED MAPPINGS 
In this section, we introduce a generic condition on mappings from M" into R p. This 
condition is defined in terms of v-sufficiency of jets. Thus, we like to define this notion and state 
its important properties (cf. [1]). 
In the set of all local C" mappings ,f: R ~ ~ R p, ,f(0) = 0, call .f,g equivalent if they have the 
same partial derivatives of order -< r at 0. Let j'(.f) denote the equivalence class of .f, called an 
r-jet, and call .f a realization of f ( f ) .  The set of all such jets is denoted by J ' (n,p).  
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Definition 3. An r-jet z E J ' (n ,p )  is called v-suOicient if for any two realizations f ,g  of z, 
f - ' (0) is homeomorphic to g-'(0) near 0. 
For a function h: R" --* R, the gradient vector (Oh (x)/Ox, . . . . .  Oh (x)lOx,) at x will be denoted 
by Vh(x). For p given vectors v, . . . . .  vp in R' ,  let hi denote the distance from (the end point 
of) v~ to the subspace spanned by the vectors vj, where j ~ i. Set d(v, . . . . .  vp) = rain {h, . . . . .  hp }. 
Denote by I[, the standard norm on Euclidean space. 
THEOREM 4. (Kuo, appendix 1 in [1]) For a given jet z = (z, . . . . .  z,) E j'(n, p), the following 
three conditions are equivalent: 
(V) z is v-su~icient in C'. 
(L) There exist e > 0 such that d(Vz,(x) . . . . .  Vz~(x)) > ¢lx['- '  for [z(x)[ <- ¢[x[" and Ix[ < ¢. 
(C')  Given any C" realization f of z, V/,(x) . . . . .  Vf~ (x) are linearly independent on f-'(O)\{O} 
near O. 
It follows from the proof of the above characterization theorem for v-sufficiency of r-jets 
that, any two C" realization of a given v-sufficient jet in J ' (n, p), the set f- '(0) is isotopic to 
g-'(0) near 0. More precisely, we have the following Corollary of Kuo's proof of Theorem 4. 
COROLLARy 1. Let z E J" (n, p ) be v-su~icient. Let .to,/,: U --* R p be any two C" realization of 
this jet z. Let/ ,  = (1 - t )fo + t:,. Then there exist neighborhoods N, V of 0 E R" with N C V C U, a 
continuous mapping .t : ( V N ?o-'(0)) × [0, 1] --* U with ~.(0, t) = 0 such that (1) z(x, O) = x for all 
x ~ VNf- ' (O) ,  (2) r ( . , t )  is a diffeomorphism for each t E[0, 1], (3) ~(VAfo - ' (O) , t )NN= 
:,-'(O)n N for each t E [0, 1]. 
The next two theorems say that the set of v-sufficient r-jets is very large. Let 
h: ]'+'(n, p) --* J ' (n, p) be the canonical map defined by h (j '+'(f)) = j ' ( f ) .  
THEOREM 5. For each r-jet z E J ' (n ,p  ), there exists an algebraic set Y~z in the vector space 
h - '(z) such that h-'(z)\~z # ~ and w ~ h-'(z)\Y.~ implies w is v-su~icient. 
THEOREM 6. The set of all r-jets which are not v-su]ficient in C" forms a semialgebraic subset of 
codimension greater or equal to In - p [ + r in J" (n, p ). 
Since this theorem is not in [1] or [5], we like to outline its proof. Recall that a r-jet 
z E J '(n, p) can be represented by a polynomial mapping in x = (x, . . . . .  x~) of degree less or 
equal to r. A r-jet z is v-sufficient if and only if there exists ~>0 such that 
d(Vz,(x) . . . . .  Vz,(x))-> ~lxl ' - '  for [z(x) l -  ~lxl" and Ix[ < ~ (see Appendix 1 in [1] for details). 
These conditions are semialgebraic n natural. Using the Tarski-Seidenberg theorem twice as in 
the proof in Theorem 2, we obtain that the set of v-sufficient r-jets in J ' (n, p) is semialgebraic. 
Each l-jet in J '(n, p) is of the form z = Ax, where A is a p x n matrix. The set E = {z = Axl rank 
A ---min (n, p ) -1}  CJ'(n, p) forms an algebraic subset in J '(n, p) of codimension In-p I+ I. 
The second assertion of Theorem 6 follows from this fact and repeated applications of Theorem 
5. 
Now, we are ready to state our "generic" condition V, on C ~ mappings from M" into R ' .  
Given a r-jet z = (z, . . . . .  z,) E J '(n, p) and a non-empty subset S = {s, . . . . .  so} C{l . . . . .  p}, set 
Zs = (Zs . . . . . .  Zs.) E J '(n, a). 
Definition 4. Let V,={z~J ' (n ,p ) l  Zs is v-sufficient for any nonempty subset S in 
{1 . . . . .  p}}. A C ~ map f: M" ~ R ~ is said to satisfy condition V, (Iz >-- r) if and only if for each 
x E M" there exists a chart (U, ~p) around x with ~p(x) = 0 (hence for any chart (V, ~) around x 
with ~b(x)= 0) such that j ' f f *~- ' - /o ,p - ' (0 ) )  E V,. 
Using Thorn's transversality theorem and Theorem 6, we conclude that our condition V, on 
f: M" --* R p is indeed generic. That is, we have the following corollary of Theorem 6. 
COROLLARY 2. Let p. > min (n, p) + 1. The set U o/al l  C ~ mappings which satis/y condition 
V,,~,~,.~)+, form a Baire set in C" (M ' ,  R ' ) .  
§4. PROOF OF MAIN THEOREM 
The advantage of a r-jet j'.f E V, (see Definition 4) is the following. 
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TItEOREM 8. Suppose fo and ft are two C" maps from an open set U in R" into R ° representing 
the same r-jet in V, CJ'(n,  p). Then, fo has a local Pareto optimum at the origin implies f~ also 
has a local Pareto optimum at the origin. 
Modulo Theorem 8, the proof of our main theorem goes as follows. Set q = min(n,p)+ 1. 
Define C = V~ n A, where A = {jqf~ is a polynomial of degree -< q, and f has a local Pareto 
optimum at 0}. Theorem 1 and Theorem 6 imply that the set C is semiaigebraic. Theorem 8 
implies that C is invariant under the group of local diffeomorphisms at 0 ~ R' .  Thus, we know 
that the set C defines a qth-order algebraic condition. Set W={f~ C"(M',RO)[f satisfies 
condition V~}. From Corollary 2 in §3, the set W is a Baire set. Applying Theorem 8 again, we 
conclude that C defines a necessary and sufficient condition for a map f ~ W to have local Pareto 
optimum at any given point x ~ M' .  Hence, we finish the proof of our main theorem. 
Now, it remains to prove Theorem 8. Given a subset S={s~ . . . . .  so}_C{1 . . . . .  p}, set 
Is ={(y~ . . . . .  y~)~R~]y, =0 if i ES ,  y~>0 if i~S}.  Clearly the closed first quadrant I=  
{(y . . . . .  yo) ~ R ~ [y~ -> 0 for each i} is the disjoint union of Is's. Write also that [s = (i, . . . . . .  f~,). 
In order to show Theorem 8, it suffices to verify the following statement (S) for any given subset 
sc{~ . . . . .  p}. 
(S) There exists neighborhood N of 0 ~ R" in U such that f,-~(Is)n (N\{0})= 0 for all 
t ~[0, 1]. Here/ ,  =(1 - t ) fo+t f t .  
We like to prove these facts by induction on (S). 
Case (1). S ={1, . . . .  p} 
Using Theorem 4 and Corollary 1, we can choose small neighborhoods N, V (N C V) of 
0 ~ R ~ in U such that (1) fo(V) n [= {0}, (2) V(io)~ . . . . .  V(io)~ is linearly independent over the set 
V nfo-~(0)\{0}, (3) there exists an isotopy ~-: [V nfo-'(0)] x [0, 1]--:, U with ~-[0, t] = 0 and 
~-[(V n fo-~(0)) x t] n N = f,-~(0) n N. fo(V) n [= {0} and V(io)~ . . . . .  V(io)p is linearly indepen- 
dent over V N fo-'(0)\{0} imply that (io)-'(0) n V = {0}. Thus, f,-'(0) N N = 
~-[( V n fo-1(0)) x t] n N c • (0, t). For ~-(0, t) = 0, we have f,-'(0) n N = {0}. 
Case (2). ~ # S# {1 . . . . .  p} 
Suppose that statement (S) is true for any ~{ D S with S # S. Let 2Q be a neighborhood of 
0~R"  in U such that f~-~(la)N (/Q\{0})=~ for any ,{ _D S with S# S. Using Corollary I, we 
can choose neighborhoods Ns, Vs of 0ER"  with Ns CNsC1Q such that fo- ' ( Is)n Vs =~ 
and there exists an isotopy rs:[Vsn(fs)o-~(O)]x[O, 1]~JQ with ~-s(0,t)=0 and 
~'s[(V, n fs-t(0)) x t] n Ns = (fs),-t(0) n Ns. Here (fs),(x) = (f,)s(X). Thus, for any 
x* ~ ((ls)-~(0) n Vs)\{o}, we have fo(X*) ~ Is and ~'s (x*, t) ~/v'\{0}. The arc 
{f,(Zs(X*, t))10-< t -< I} lies in the subspace Ds = {(y~ . . . . .  y~) ~ RPly, = 0 if/" ~ S}\ u {Isis D S, 
S#S}.  Clearly, Ds has exactly two components Is, Ds\Is. Thus, fo(X*)~ls implies that 
f,(, ,(x*, t ) )~ Is  for any t El0, 1]. Given any x E(is),-~(O)nNs\{O}, x = Zs(x*,t) for some 
x* ~ (Vs n fs-z(o))\{o}. Hence, f, (x) = .f, (~'s (x*, t)) ~ Is. In other words, we get f,-'(Is) N Ns = ~. 
Case (3). S = 0 
Suppose N is a small neighborhood of 0ER n in U such that fo (N)n[={0} and 
f,-~(Is) n N\{0} = ~ for any nonempty subset S in {i . . . . .  p} and any t in [0, 1]. Fix any element x
in N\{0}, the arc {f,(x)10 < t -< 1} lies in the space RP\{Is[S# ~}. The space D = RP\ O{Is]S# ~} 
has exactly two components Im and D\I~. The connectedness of the arc {f,(x)lO<-t < 1} and 
fo(X)~Io imply that f , (x )~ lo  for any t El0, 1]. Since x is an arbitrary element in N\{0}, we 
obtain that f,-'(I~) n N = ~. 
Combining Cases (1), (2) and (3), the proof of our statement (S) for any given subset 
S C{I . . . . .  p} is done. Hence the proof of Theorem 8 is complete. 
Finally, we like to conclude this section by three remarks. 
(A) If one merely assumes that z ~ J'(n, p) is v-sufficient in Theorem 8. then its conclusion is 
not necessarily true. For example, let z(x, y) = ( -x  2, y) E J2(2, 2), fo(x, y) = ( -x  2-  y', y) and 
f~(x, y) = ( -x2+ y4, y). Clearly, z = i2fo = j2f, is v-sufficient in C:, 0 is a (strict) local Pareto 
optimum for fo, but 0 is not a local Pareto optimum for f,. 
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(B) The second-order c iterion in our main theorem is weaker than the best second-order 
condition in [6]. For instance, consider f(x,y)=(-x2,-y2):R'~R2. One can apply the 
second-order condition in [6] and obtain that f has 0 as a local Pareto optimum. But the 
second-order c iterion in our main theorem (or Theorem 8) cannot be applied. Because the r-jet 
i ' f  does not belong to V, for any positive integer . 
(C) It follows easily from [7] that any given k-order condition for local Pareto optima with 
k < min (n, p) + 1 is still insufficient for any generic lass of smooth mappings from M" into R" if 
n>p andp is odd. 
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